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Abstract: With exponential growth in high level integration and functional density in portable devices, battery run-time has become an instrumental deciding factor for the consumer electronics market. Due to its significant portion in power consumption, the power amplifier (PA) has become a critical component that determines battery run-time in portable devices. As a consequence, a PA is required to be power efficient in order to extend battery run-time. In order to improve power efficiency of power amplifier, envelope tracking (ET) techniques are favored for linear power amplifier. For the purpose of envelope tracking, an on-demand source module, the bang-bang transient performance enhancer (BBTPE) with dynamic buck regulator is proposed. Its objective is to follow rapid variations in input signal with reduced overshoot and settling time without deteriorating steady-state performance of the buck regulator. The proposed approach enables fast system response through the BBTPE, and accurate steady state output response through low switching ripple and power efficient dynamic buck regulator. Fast output response with the help of the added module induces a slower rise of inductor current in the buck converter that further helps the proposed system to reduce both overshoot and settling time. The proposed supply modulator shows 80% improvement in rise time along with 60% reduction in both overshoot and settling time compared to the conventional dynamic buck regulator based solution.
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